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Use Case: Customer Enrollment
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High-level scenario
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High-level Description

In this example we will take Customer Enrollment data files arriving in a folder and
map them to a backend database. As part of the data in-take we will apply
transformation rules to map the incoming data to the desired output of the
expected by the database. If there are any errors with the data, those errors
will be routed to a workflow task for a user to correct and resubmit.
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Technical description
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Description of the process design:
File event triggers the process flow on arrival of new or modified file.
1.
2.

3.
4.

5.
6.

“Get Enrollment data from source” is a File Source activity which receives new or modified files from the File event
“Mapping conversion rules” is a mapping activity that does the following
• Maps valid records to the database
• Maps errors to a Human Workflow task
“Database target” inserts the valid data into a MySQL database table.
“Check error” is a gateway condition that checks for errors
• If True it routes the errors to Workflow task
• Else if False it ends the process
“Workflow Task to manage exceptions” is a Workflow task to correct errors through a web form
“Correction file target” is the location for placing corrected records so that they can be picked up by the file event
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Design approach
For this use case we have chosen File Event option to poll for new files and deliver them to the process for execution.
Once the file is picked up it will be mapped to a database. If the record has a missing value for Coverage Code field then
that record is filtered out as an error record and sent to a workflow task for correction and resubmission. User can modify
the source location to FTP, HTTP, Email etc. Here the target is a MySQL Database but you can change it to any other
protocol.
For exception handling we have chosen a web form to present the errors to a user so that they can be corrected through
a form and then resubmitted back into the process flow. For resubmission we are going to place the corrected form data
into the same folder where the polling event is looking for new or modified files.
In this example we can execute the process manually or through a File Event.
So let’s first begin with the data file:
• Source file is an XML that contains Enrollment data
• File can have multiple records
• This file is placed in folder c:\UseCase\enrollment
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Let’s run the process flow
(login in as demouser/indigo1)
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Run-time: Drop the file in the folder and the process starts automatically
Place the attached XML file into the File Event folder
•
You can get this file from the use case download section in the developer forum
•
Place the file in the folder specified in the File Base Location of the File Event (see slide 19)
•
Process will be triggered automatically if the File Event is Active
•
Process can be also manually executed from the Process Flow manage page (as shown below)
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Run-time: Now work with Workflow Task to correct erroneous records
Once a new or modified file is placed, the flow begins and inserts valid data in the target database
•
Erroneous records are sent for correction to the Task Manager Monitor > My Tasks > Task Manager
•
Open the task by going to Action > Open Task
•
Enter coverage code and click on Finish Task
•
Now see the Database Target table and you would see all the records inserted into the database

Enter CoverageCode here such as Dental
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Run-time: Monitor the progress and status of the Enrollment workflow
Run time can be monitored by going to Monitor > Dashboard > User Performance
This dashboard shows all the tasks listed for each user responsible for working on the workflow tasks.
Once the Task is completed and submitted, view the database table and see all the data including the
corrected record inserted successfully in the database target table.
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Let’s build the process flow
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Design methodology

Design
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all the activities
In the process flow

Deploy

Attach the process
flow to an Event to
trigger the process
automatically.
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Design: First let’s create a Top level design of the solution using the Process Designer
Go to Develop > Process > Process Flow
Create new and in the designer design a top-level flow by pulling the icons from the palette area.
Refer to the demo and tutorial videos on how to design a process flow.
Each activity performs a discreet function such as getting data files, mapping, loading into target and
routing the errors into a workflow task.
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Configure: File Source activity
2.

Create File Source activity by going to Develop > Services > Source > File

Even though we have created a File Event in the previous step, this source activity exist as the first step in
the process flow which at run-time would receive the file from the event and would generate a data stream for
the subsequent process activities to consume. Refer to the activity created for this use case as shown below.
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Configure: Schema, Source, and Target activities
3.

Create Schema activities for XML and Database by going to Develop > Services > Schema > XML and Database.
Also create the related Source and Target activities under Develop > Services > File Source and Database Target

Defining the meta-data definition is important so that the Mapping activity would be able to read the source data and
convert it into the output format. Please note that a Database Info activity (under Develop > Connector > Database Info)
is required prior to creating Database Schema activity. Refer to the activities created for this use case as shown below.
We have used the Web Form for the XML source schema.
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Configure: Web Form and Workflow activity
4. Create Web Form & link it to Human Workflow
Go to Develop > Web Forms and edit the existing Form created for this use case.
This form can display dynamic number of records depending upon the error records filtered out by the mapping.
To assign this form to a workflow go to Develop > Services > Human Workflow and view the activity for this use case.
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Configure: Mapping activity
5. Create Mapping activity
Go to Develop > Services > Data Transformation
Source is mapped to 2 Targets; Database and Web Form.
Database gets the valid data if all fields of the source record are populated. If not then the error records are mapped to
second output which is the Web Form schema. Refer to the Filter conditions applied on the Record node of both target
schemas for more details. Setup a demo with our team to learn more about the mapping rules.
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Configure: Process Flow
6. Configure the Process Flow based on the activities created in previous steps. You can attach the activity from the
Repository and drop it on top of the placeholder activities.
•
After the process is created, in the Manage page go to Actions and Bind the Event to this Process
Go to Develop > Process > Process Flow
In the Process Designer, go to Repository view and pull in these activities
• Source > File Source (double click on it and make its Event Context property to True
• Data Transformation > Mapping activity
• Target > Database
• Gateway from the Palette
• Workflow activity
• Target > File
Double click on the arrow from the Gateway to the Workflow task and then edit the condition to see the rule defined
to check for errors. Event triggers this process on new or modified file. Refer to the video for more details.
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Deploy: File Event Rules
1. We have setup a File Event that polls the folder every few seconds.
•
File Event is available under Develop > Events > File
•
Polling frequency is set to 45 seconds
•
Polls for any new or modified file
•
Default folder is c:\usecase\enrollment (if you do not have this folder please create one)
•
You can change the default folder path and edit the File Base Location accordingly
•
Once this File Event is Activated it will look for new or modified files that are placed in that folder
•
Process flow is bound to the File Event (Right click on Process Flow Name and click on Bind Event)
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Managing the activities created for this use case
You can manage and view all the activities of this use case by going to Develop > Projects
Click on the project named “UseCase_Enrollment” and it will show all the activities configured for this process under
its related categories. You can open any category to view its activities.
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Thank You!
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